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Key Points:

• Citizen observations, compared with spectral response models, identified
the natural vibration frequency of the buildings

• Higher vibration modes are more noticeable for buildings with more than
six floors

• The vibration frequency of the basement floors varies with the height of
the building.

Abstract

We analyzed more than 286,000 felt/not-felt data to study the effect of build-
ing height on earthquake perception. We investigated the boundary distance
of perception as a function of magnitude, and we found that as the height of
the building increased, observers located on higher floors perceived medium to
high magnitude earthquakes progressively better than smaller ones. Compari-
son of the perception boundary trend with seismic response spectra allowed us
to estimate the frequency of vibration perceived by observers located at each
floor/building-height case. The results, in agreement with instrumental obser-
vation, show that the value of the fundamental period increases with building
height for the top floor. In addition, we observed that the height of the build-
ing also influences the vibration frequencies of basement floors and that higher
vibration modes become more evident for buildings with more than six stories.

Plain Language Summary

As the distance from an earthquake increases, the percentage of observers report-
ing not having felt it increases too. The average transition distance between ’felt’
and ’not felt’ depends mainly on the magnitude and depth of the earthquake
but also on the observation floor and building height. Indeed, the building, act-
ing as a resonator, can amplify the shaking at specific frequencies. To study
this effect, felt/not-felt crowdsourced data were analyzed to find the statistical
boundary of perception as a function of the earthquake magnitude. The results
show that observers felt medium-to-high magnitude earthquakes progressively
better than smaller ones as building height increased, and that the differences
between floors are more pronounced for buildings with more than six stories.
Comparison with seismic response spectra allowed us to estimate the vibration
frequency perceived by observers located at each floor/height combination, high-
lighting the natural frequencies and vibration modes of the building. In addition,
the results show that the height of the building affects the vibration frequencies
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felt on different floors, including the basement. The general agreement with
frequency values provided by instruments and physical models indicates that
citizen observations can be reliable.

1 Introduction

Building damage studies have shown the complexity of the problem, indicating
the importance of the interaction between ground motion and building response;
many variables influence it, including earthquake source, outcropping lithology,
damage caused by previous shocks, and building height (Mucciarelli et al., 2004).
These variables impact not only damage but also minor effects typical of the
lower degrees of the seismic scales. For example, Sbarra et al. (2015), by
analyzing municipalities with Mercalli Cancani Sieberg (MCS) intensity = 3,
showed that the perception of the earthquake is influenced by building height
in a magnitude-dependent way. They have shown that during medium-to-high
magnitude earthquakes at large distances from the source, observers on the top
floor of tall buildings experience more significant shaking than those in short
buildings, but they observed the opposite behavior at close distances from small
magnitude events. The different source spectra, coupled with the frequency of
the fundamental vibration mode of the building, explain such a result. Macro-
seismic intensity may not be the most appropriate measure to investigate the
phenomenon in more detail. The reason is the inherent complexity of macro-
seismic intensity, considering the heterogeneous set of effects usually involved
in estimating it, as they span from people’s perceptions to the consequences of
ground shaking on objects and buildings. But each diagnostic has a different
behaviour (Lesueur et al., 2013; Sbarra et al., 2020), making macroseismic in-
tensity an averaged measure with minor sensitivity to changes in the several
aspects of ground motion. Instead, the analysis of attenuation of individual
effects suggested that each of them is an expression not only of the intensity
but also of the specific frequency of vibration (Tosi et al., 2017; Sbarra et al.,
2021). To obtain this result, Tosi et al. (2017) highlighted the differences be-
tween the attenuations through the magnitude-distance scaling ratio, i.e., the
ratio of the two key coefficients of each attenuation model, namely that of the
logarithm of the hypocentral distance and that of the magnitude. Comparing
the corresponding values obtained with the equations for estimating the spectral
ordinates of response (Cauzzi and Faccioli, 2008) revealed vibration frequency
associated with each effect. This link explains some experimental observations,
such as the frequent lack of oscillation of suspended objects in the case of small
earthquakes, whose spectrum is poor in low frequencies.

Therefore, the study of a single diagnostic effect, as opposed to that of macroseis-
mic intensity, may give a better understanding of the influence of other param-
eters. For example, Leuseur et al. (2013) invoked the natural frequencies of the
building to explain the correlation between particular macroseismic effects and
seismic response spectrum in the frequency range of 1-10 Hz. Among the various
effect, people’s perception of the earthquake allowed an in-depth analysis due to
the possibility of studying the effect on different locations (higher or lower floors,
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outdoors) and situations (sleeping, at rest, in motion) of the observer (Sbarra et
al., 2014). The problem related to this detailed study is in reducing the data to
be considered within the whole dataset. The magnitude-distance scaling ratio
method (Tosi et al., 2017) required regression of an intensity prediction equation
for each effect and was consequently applied only to cases where a large amount
of data were available. Sbarra et al. (2021) proposed an alternative method
based on discriminant analysis that proved suitable for application to a smaller
dataset, such as observations of those who did or did not feel an earthquake
while in a stationary car. Comparison with the response spectra allowed, in this
case, to identify the resonant frequency of the car-observer system.

Here, we apply the method by Sbarra et al. (2021) to earthquake perception
data from observers indoors to determine the resonant frequencies of 1- to 10-
story buildings. The results, being derived from a considerable number of ob-
servers distributed throughout the territory, after verifying their agreement with
values derived from models and instruments, provide an indication of the aver-
age seismic response of Italian buildings to small shaking.

2 Data

HSIT (Hai Sentito Il Terremoto; Tosi et al., 2007) is an Italian service of the
Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia that includes an online macro-
seismic questionnaire dedicated to volunteers or site subscribers, listing several
questions about earthquake effects, observer location (e.g., inside a building),
and observer condition (e.g., at rest or moving). When an earthquake occurs,
the automated procedure sends an email requesting information to citizens who
may have felt the shaking, chosen in a range depending on magnitude (Tosi
et al., 2015). The specific request through the email guarantees the presence
of several negative responses to the question: ”did you feel the earthquake?”.
Almost half of the questionnaires received are ”not felt,” which allows for both
assigning the lowest degrees of macroseismic intensity (2 and 3), mainly based
on the percentage of felt, and investigating the radius of the felt area. For
this analysis, we used Italian earthquake data with a magnitude greater than
or equal to 2 that occurred from 2013 to 2020 and more than five archived
questionnaires. This criterion allowed us to exclude many small deep or off-
shore earthquakes and, more in general, to guarantee sufficient data quality. In
addition, to solve a problem related to hurry in the selection of the quake for
which observations are submitted, particularly evident during seismic sequences,
we have also discarded some earthquakes at higher risk of inaccuracy using an
automatic procedure (Cameletti et al., 2017). Among the various magnitudes
estimated for each event, we used Mw, and when not available, it was derived
using ML or Md through the conversion equations of Gasperini et al. (2013).

The data are indoor observers’ felt/not-felt responses to single earthquakes.
Among these, we selected only those most responsive to earthquake vibration,
i.e., those who were at rest (thus excluding those who were moving or sleep-
ing), to prevent the condition from affecting the results (Sbarra et al., 2014).
Considering only felt/not-felt data allows for a decrease in the subjectivity as-
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sociated with people’s quantification of shaking. The data selected were more
than 286,000, and since the questionnaire includes separate questions on the
total number of floors in the building and the observer’s one, it was possible to
separate the two aspects and study how an observer feels an earthquake in the
function of floor and building height. The height investigated is from 1 to 10
stories, plus a generic class including buildings with more than ten stories.

3 Boundary line of perception and vibration frequency

As the distance from the epicenter increases for each earthquake, more and more
observers report that they did not feel the quake. The average transition dis-
tance between ’felt’ and ’not felt’ depends mainly on the magnitude and depth.
The analysis of the data of all observers indoors at rest plotted (Fig. 1a) as
a function of hypocentral distance and magnitude shows that the ”felt” give
way to the ”not felt,” which prevail on the right-hand side and bottom of the
figure. In this area, there are also several probably erroneous ”felt” received,
most likely, by observers who have selected the wrong earthquake in the ques-
tionnaire, a problem difficult to eliminate even with the applied filters (see data
section). Similarly, although not easily visible due to the overlapping symbols,
there are also several doubtful ”not felt” in the main “felt” area. However, we
observed that there are far fewer erroneous reports than reasonable ones, so we
rely on statistical analysis to account for the errors on both sides.
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Figure 1. (a) Observers at rest inside a building (without distinction
to floor and height of the building) who felt (orange crosses) or did
not feel (blue circles) the earthquake, whose magnitude we show in
ordinate, as a function of their distance from the hypocenter. We
derived the linear boundary of earthquake perception (black line, Eq.
1) by discriminant analysis. (b) Histogram of total data (grey line),
felt (orange), and not-felt (blue) data versus hypocentral distance. (c)
Histogram of total data (grey line), felt (orange) and not-felt (blue)
data projected onto the perpendicular to the discriminant line.

To find the mean perception boundary, we used a method based on the appli-
cation of discriminant analysis to questionnaire data, evaluated as a function of
the decimal logarithm of hypocentral distance (logR) and magnitude (Mw), to
find the line that best separates the observers who have from those who have not
felt the earthquake (Sbarra et al., 2021). For all the reports, shown in Figure 1a,
the discriminant line, with a probability associated with F-test less than 10-5,
was found to be:

Mw=2.64 logR-0.59. (1)

The principle on which discriminant analysis is based is shown in Figure 1. The
histograms of the number of “felt” and “not-felt” are displayed as a function of
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hypocentral distance (Fig. 1b) and of the projection on the perpendicular to
the discriminant line found (Fig. 1c). In the latter case, the two distributions
are best separated, making the discriminant line the boundary of earthquake
perception. In this context, the slope of the boundary line highlights the mutual
role of distance and magnitude in determining the intensity of ground motion.
For this reason, we investigated in more detail the effect of building (total height
and observer floor location) on perception by subdividing data shown in Figure
1 and applying the discriminant analysis to the individual subsets correspond-
ing to each floor and building height combination. The discriminant lines found
were considered significant if both the number of data exceeded 50 and the prob-
ability associated with the F-test was less than 0.005 (Table S1 in Supporting
Information). Among the different combinations, only four related to basement
floors failed to meet the minimum data and F-test thresholds. In Figure 2, we
show line slope significant values as a function of the number of stories of the
building.

Figure 2. Slopes of the linear boundary of earthquake perception for observers
located on different floors, plotted as a function of the building height. The black
dashed line marks the slope value (2.64) of the discriminant line calculated from
the total data of observers at rest inside a building (Eq. 1).

It is interesting to note that for 1 to 6-story buildings, the slope of the discrim-
inant line has a general decrease, while for individual floors of buildings with
more than six stories, the slope values are distributed over an increasing range
as the height rises. We remind here that the slope of the boundary line of per-
ception reflects the different attenuation of shaking as the magnitude varies. In
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particular, a decrease in slope reveals a more significant difference in the mean
perception distance for small and medium-to-high magnitude earthquakes.

As shown by Sbarra et al. (2021), the slope of the discriminant line is a value
that embodies the same concept represented by the scaling ratio defined by Tosi
et al. (2017), i.e., the ratio of the coefficient of the logarithm of the hypocentral
distance to that of the magnitude in the equation estimating the perception of
shaking in the form:

PE=a1 + a2 M + a3 logR (2)

where PE represents the ratio between the number of ”felt” and a total number of
questionnaires (both ”felt” and ”not-felt”). To test this equivalence, we applied
the method of Tosi et al. (2017) to the whole set of earthquake perception
data (Fig. 1a). A large amount of data allowed the application of the Tosi et
al. (2017) method, involving the regression of Eq. (2) on the attenuation of
the rate of people who perceived the earthquake. We calculated the rate PE,
stacking data of all earthquakes having the same magnitude (with the accuracy
of one decimal place) inside a window 0.02 logR-wide. Through least squares
regression, we estimated Eq. (2) as:

PE=0.78(±0.02) + 0.31 (±0.01) Mw - 0.83(±0.03) logR (3)

leading to a scaling ratio value S=-a3/a2=2.68. In Tosi et al. (2017), the same
method applied to perception data from all observers located within a building
yielded a slightly lower value (S=2.32). Nevertheless, comparison with the case
presented here is not straightforward because the databases analyzed differ in
both temporal range and reference magnitude (Ml for the former). The major
difference is likely due to the selection, in the case presented here, of only those
observers who were at rest, thus excluding moving and sleeping ones. In fact,
the observer’s activity can significantly influence the perception of earthquakes
(Sbarra et al., 2014). However, given the confidence limits, the S value calculated
here (2.68) shows good agreement with the slope of the discriminant line (2.64)
estimated on the same data set, thus supporting the possibility of comparing
the values derived from the two methods.
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Figure 3. Scaling ratio values (S, ratio of the coefficients in Eq. 2) and corre-
sponding frequencies for the models of spectral ordinates of response by Cauzzi
and Faccioli (2008). The red line represents the interpolation of the points by
Eq. (4).

We compared the slopes of the perception boundaries shown in Figure 2 to S
values derived from the equations of a ground motion model. In particular,
we chose the 5% damped horizontal response spectrum model of Cauzzi and
Faccioli (2008) because it has the same functional form as Eq. (2), giving the
possibility of obtaining a value of S for each frequency considered (Fig. 3). The
variation of S as a function of frequency (F), shows a simple trend inside the
range 0.1-10 Hz, highlighted by the second-degree least squares regression curve

F=1.63(±0.05) S2 - 3.39(±0.23) S + 1.86(± 0.23) (4)

that interpolates the points. To derive a stable regression, the very high num-
ber of points at the left of the plot has been reduced and substituted with a
moving average data set. The sole purpose of Eq. (4) was to make it easy to
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find the frequency of the response spectrum to which a particular value of S cor-
responds. For this reason, we considered frequency as the dependent variable in
the regression. Each slope value of the discriminant line (Fig. 2) was thus asso-
ciated, through Eq. (4), with the natural frequency of the harmonic oscillator
whose oscillation amplitude attenuates with the corresponding scaling ratio S.
The resulting Fig. 4 shows that the general decrease in the discriminant slope,
going from 1- to 6-story buildings, corresponds to a lowering of the frequency.

Figure 4. Natural frequencies corresponding to the slope of the linear earthquake
perception boundary (Eq. 4) for observers located in different floors, plotted as
a function of building height. Data are limited to the values for which the Eq.
(4) is defined (0.1-10Hz); for this reason, some symbols about the ground floor
in tall buildings (3 violet points in Fig. 2) are missing. The bold circles help to
identify the top floors.

In contrast, the spread of points for taller buildings shows an increase in vi-
bration frequency values. This experimental observation is in agreement with
a simple model of an oscillating building where the frequency of the dominant
mode decreases with increasing height. At the same time, the increase of vibra-
tion modes explains the spreading of frequency values for buildings with more
than six stories. In this case, the higher modes contribute substantially to the
motion of the middle and lower floors. In any case, the highest floors of these
buildings are associated with lower frequency as their dominant modes have a
longer period range. The latter is a general phenomenon. The top floors of all
the buildings (highlighted by a bold circle in Fig. 4) display a rather continu-
ous frequency lowering. The presence of different vibration modes in the taller
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buildings allows observers inside them to perceive both low frequencies, typical
of long distances from major earthquakes, and high frequencies, present in the
vicinity of small earthquakes.

4 Discussion

The natural frequency of a building, when compared to a standard oscillator,
depends on its mass and stiffness, but the variety of building types means that
it depends on many other parameters, including height, building typology, and
geometry. Moreover, both structural and non-structural components have a
significant effect on natural frequencies. Since it is complicated to calculate the
natural frequency of a building directly, it is preferable to use simplified models
or experimental observations.

Sbarra et al. (2015), simulating a three-dimensional model of a 2-story and
a 10-story building, evidenced a natural period of 0.10s and 0.57s (frequencies
of 10Hz and 1.8Hz). These two values confirm that tall buildings have lower
natural frequencies than low buildings and are similar to the corresponding
ones we found for the top floor, where fundamental mode reaches its maximum
amplitude (6.3Hz and 1.3Hz).

A collection of measures made using horizontal to vertical noise spectral ratio
on the top floor of 96 Italian buildings of various types and years of construction
(Gallipoli et al., 2020) shows, as expected, that the first vibrational frequency
value decreases with the increase of the number of floors and that the values
are close to those we found for the top floors. In particular, our values are be-
tween the 25th and 75th percentiles of the natural frequency values distribution
for each building height (from 2 to 7 stories, Gallipoli et al., 2020). Only for
the 5-story building is our value (2.5Hz) slightly lower than that (3Hz) of the
corresponding distribution.

The regression of a simple linear experimental relationship through the origin
between fundamental period (T) in seconds estimated at the top floor with our
data and building height (h) in meters computed from the number of stories N
(h=3.5 N +1) gave the equation:

T=0.017 (±0.001) h (5),

having a coefficient of proportionality very similar to that found in other studies
(Gallipoli et al., 2010; 2020 and references therein).

The agreement between the results found with very different methods showed
that the perception data provided by citizens yielded consistent results, despite
the problems associated with collecting this type of data, which are due not only
to the subjectivity of perception but also to the accuracy of the information
provided. In this specific case, the numbering of floors in Italy is understood
in different ways, as usually, the floor at street level is called the ground floor,
and the floor above it is referred like the first. Nevertheless, the 1st floor is
sometimes treated as synonymous with the ground floor, leading to confusion.
Moreover, other variables on which perception depends, besides the observer’s
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condition of stillness or movement, should be considered: position (standing,
sitting, lying down) and attention. On the other hand, asking people for such
detailed information could discourage them from filling out the questionnaires,
resulting in the further splitting of data and reduced reliability. For the analysis
of this type, the availability of a substantial amount of data is crucial. Indeed, in
our previous works (Sbarra et al., 2012; 2014; 2015; 2021), we decided to analyze
the observer’s situation or location alternately to obtain consistent results.

However, in all cases, our analyses showed variation as a function of magni-
tude and distance, which is why we emphasize the importance of the frequency
content of the vibration for earthquake perception. The same is true for other
macroseismic effects. Tosi et al. (2017) showed that diagnostic effects of low
degrees of macroseismic scales occur at different resonant frequencies. As an ex-
ample, the oscillation of suspended objects occurs preferentially at low frequen-
cies (<0.5 Hz), unlike the vibration of doors and windows (~2.5 Hz). Therefore,
the occurrence of effects depends on coupling between the natural frequency
of objects and buildings, besides the frequency content of the ground motion.
For these reasons, to correctly assess the macroseismic intensity, a large enough
amount of data is essential to ensure a broad sampling of the various situations,
places, and buildings, especially on MCS degrees 2 through 5, based on the
perceptions of people and effects on objects.

5 Conclusions

In the present work, we compared the variation of distance, within which ob-
servers placed on various floors of buildings of different heights perceived the
earthquakes of different magnitude, with the prediction equations of the re-
sponse spectra. Such comparison indicates the vibration frequency that may
be the primary cause of perception in each considered location. This approach
was based on a large number of observations and represented aspects, such as
the human perception, that are difficult to achieve with a few instruments. In
any case, the agreement with natural frequency values provided by instrumental
data shows the potential and reliability of citizen observations.

The results (Fig. 4) show the gradual decrease in the frequency of the first nat-
ural mode for buildings from 1 to 6 stories and the increase in the contribution
of higher frequency vibration modes for taller buildings. The latter aspect is
crucial because it indicates a greater possibility of coupling between the natu-
ral frequencies of building and soil and thus a greater risk of resonance effect
(Gallipoli et al., 2020).

Another result is the variation of vibration frequencies of basement floors for
buildings of different heights. This variation suggests that the whole building
shaking also has an appreciable effect on the foundation. We should use caution,
therefore, in evaluating the response of the building considering the basement
instrumental recording as the free field excitation (Hong and Hwang, 2000).

As a final remark, we would like to emphasize the importance of knowing the
position of the observer in order to correctly assign macroseismic intensity since
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ground motion frequencies and building resonance can influence any diagnostic
effect, including earthquake perception. To give an application example, we cite
the European Macroseismic Scale (Grünthal, 1998), which recommends neglect-
ing observer reports above the fifth floor (interpreted as fifth above the ground
floor by Brüstle et al., 2020). However, considering the vibration frequencies
(Fig. 4), we observe that floors above the fifth/sixth floor do not deviate much
from the range of values found, while the ground floor of buildings taller than
eight stories exhibit the most unusual behavior. We found that the discriminant
line for these cases has a high slope, and, although it cannot be associated with
a frequency value within the limits shown in Figure 3, it indicates that observers
on the ground floor of tall buildings are not likely to perceive high magnitude
distant earthquakes. Therefore, for reliable estimation of intensities 2 to 5, it
is more reasonable to exclude observations on the ground floor of tall buildings
than those made on floors above the fifth.
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Supplementary information with a table containing the slopes and statistics of discriminant 
lines calculated on the data for earthquakes felt or not felt by observers located in each 
combination of floor and building height. 

 

Number of 
storeys 

Observation 
floor 

Number of 
data  

Discriminant 
line slope 

F-test 
probability 

1 basement 243 3.23 0 

1 ground level 15623 2.69 0 

1 1 12823 3.06 0 

2 basement 1075 2.51 0 

2 ground level 27133 2.76 0 

2 1 36750 2.87 0 

2 2 23925 2.99 0 

3 basement 926 2.93 0 



 

 

2 

 

3 ground level 12557 2.73 0 

3 1 18016 2.70 0 

3 2 21383 2.73 0 

3 3 16030 2.69 0 

4 basement 398 2.79 0 

4 ground level 3720 2.71 0 

4 1 6933 2.64 0 

4 2 8129 2.49 0 

4 3 10913 2.55 0 

4 4 8341 2.61 0 

5 basement 167 2.27 0 

5 ground level 1747 2.57 0 

5 1 3487 2.53 0 

5 2 3941 2.53 0 

5 3 5222 2.53 0 

5 4 6676 2.40 0 

5 5 5829 2.26 0 

6 basement 103 1.87 0 

6 ground level 898 2.40 0 

6 1 1558 2.52 0 

6 2 1948 2.50 0 

6 3 2275 2.36 0 

6 4 2599 2.37 0 

6 5 3310 2.23 0 

6 6 2858 2.32 0 

7 basement 52 2.32 0.0001 

7 ground level 290 2.78 0 

7 1 677 2.44 0 

7 2 811 2.79 0 

7 3 1093 2.22 0 

7 4 1182 2.35 0 



 

 

3 

 

7 5 1521 2.29 0 

7 6 2082 1.95 0 

7 7 1437 2.26 0 

8 basement 23 2.56 0.1044 

8 ground level 190 2.57 0 

8 1 339 2.67 0 

8 2 386 2.60 0 

8 3 523 2.82 0 

8 4 648 2.84 0 

8 5 590 2.31 0 

8 6 803 2.48 0 

8 7 969 2.57 0 

8 8 672 2.30 0 

9 basement 10 2.60 0.0243 

9 ground level 55 3.58 0.0005 

9 1 134 2.95 0 

9 2 159 2.76 0 

9 3 141 2.25 0 

9 4 192 3.35 0 

9 5 170 2.53 0 

9 6 220 2.37 0 

9 7 268 2.32 0 

9 8 433 1.92 0 

9 9 213 2.17 0 

10 basement 28 0.33 0.2803 

10 ground level 56 3.59 0 

10 1 67 2.23 0.0003 

10 2 73 2.67 0 

10 3 72 2.16 0.0023 

10 4 71 2.14 0.0001 

10 5 84 2.89 0 



 

 

4 

 

10 6 111 1.84 0 

10 7 137 1.93 0 

10 8 141 1.73 0 

10 9 162 2.35 0 

10 10 106 1.90 0.0037 

>10 basement 14 2.69 0.1352 

>10 ground level 83 3.88 0 

>10 1 90 2.60 0 

>10 2 94 3.13 0 

>10 3 81 3.25 0 

>10 4 110 1.59 0 

>10 5 97 2.66 0 

>10 6 120 3.26 0 

>10 7 117 2.13 0 

>10 8 111 1.57 0 

>10 9 161 1.10 0 

>10 10 192 1.65 0 

 

Table S1. Number of data on earthquakes felt or not felt by observers located in each 
combination of floors and building height, together with slopes and statistics of discriminant 
lines. Rows highlighted in gray indicate cases with few data and not significant results. 


